Election Next Week

12 Vie for Senior, Graduate Representative Positions
By DON DUGDALI:
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A musician, a track team
member, a former reporter, a
foreign student, the ASB attorney general and an ASB senior representative are among
12 candidates seeking election as
ASB senior and graduate representatives for the academic
year 1966-67.
Juniors will east their ballots
for senior representatives, and
seniors and graduates for graduate representatives, next
Wednesday and Thursday in the
annual spring student body
elections.
All ASB executive offices and
Student Council seats, except
freslunan seats, will be up for
grabs. Freshmen will choose
their representatives in the fall.
Six candidates are vying for

the two graduate Student Council seats.
Dick Miner, presently serving
as a senior representative on
council, listed a seven-point pim
gram. ’There should be an end
of the idea that people with
the longest service in student
government are of necessity the
best qualified," Miner declared.
END FEES
The 22-year-old public administration major wants an end to
mandatory ASB fees, establishment of voluntary athletic and
cultural privilege card.s, partial
24-hour library operation, and
student participation in curriculum planning, and a quarterly
campus literary magazine, among
other points.
Lynn S. Basham, 22-year-old
English major, says he feels the
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resentation, greater student participation in curriculum reform.
student discounts in local stores,
and more popular entertuinment
on carnpu.s.
The 22-year-old business administration major also wants
more and better orientation for
new students and off-campus financial contributions for campus
beautification.
INDEPENDENT DAILY
Phil Whitten, graduate sociology major, calls for the Spartan
Daily to be independent of the
Journalism Department and to
have a student -elected editor.
Re-evaluation of the football
program, abolishment of nonvolturtary approved housing,
greater student participation in
academic reform, available birth
cont r ol information, mainte-
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named Saturday at an all college
dance in the Women’s Gym from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Music will be provided by the Invaders and admission is free. Trophies earned
at Playday will also be presented.

SAVE TOWER DIRECTOR
McInnis, a 21 -year-old social
science and speech major is a
former sophomore representative on Student Council, and
was director of the "Save the
Tower" campaign. McInnis also
calls for a re-examination of
the approved housing system.
Bob Stahl, 21-year-old political science major, seeks office in an "attempt to make
student government more mean-

ingful and representative of
student opinion."
Stahl is a member of the acedetnic fairness committee and
Ls pa.st vice president of Moulder
Hall. He seeks to establish an
"Effective Speaker’s Corps," institute more student opinion surveys, abolish lockout for junior
women, increase support of a
visiting lecture program, and
extend library hours during vacations.
Stahl is a member of the SJS
Marching Band and wants to
establish a booster club for the
band.
Paul Bartko, 21 -year-old sociology major, says he wants to
"change the nature of Student
Council."
’’In the past it has not been
(Conthmed on Page 5)

$2,750 Allocated

Council OK’s Co-Rec Funds;
AWS Request Sent to FAB
for which FAB also recommended
approval, was sent to council’s
Finance Committee for study. The
AWS request is for $594.
ASB Treasurer Bill Clark reported that the Music Department
budget is scheduled to come before
council at next week’s meeting.
Phil Whitten, chairman of the
ASB Viet Nam Information Service, reported that it has been
"extremely difficult" to get wellknown speakers for the Viet Nam

Draft-Conscious Students
Eye April 23 Deadline

ASB Candidates
To Speak Tonight

Photo by James Brescoll
Candidates for ASB offices vvill
have a chance to present their
"THE RIVALS," an 18th -century comedy by Richard Brinslay
Sheridan, will open tonight at 8:15 in College Theatre. From Ieff
views at tonight’s Open End
are Tracy Thornell as Bob Acres, the countryman; William Keeler
Forum, 7:30 p.m. in faculty cafeas Captain Absolute, who masquerades as Ensign Beverley; and
teria.
Robert Ryan as Faulkland, a young lover with a tendency toward
A panel of two professors and
the melodramatic.
two students will speak on student government as it relates to
"ASB Election-’66." After the
speeches, the discussion will be
open to candidates for conunents.
Speakers are Dr. Charles Smith,
associate professor of physiology;
Eugene Bernardini, instructor in
Shades of the 1700s! Tailoree lines and full skirts for the women
history; Rich Corby, ASB Chief
Justice and Gene Lokey, graduate coats, breeches and weskits fee make up the costuming for "The
the men, tight bodices, low neck- Rivals," by Richard Brinsley Sherpsychology major.
idan opening tonight at 8:15 in
College ’Theatre.
The Drama Department presentation will be repeated tomorrow
night and Wednesday through Saturday, April 20-2.3. Tickets, 75
cents for students and $1.50 for
general admission, may be purchased at the College Theatre Box
Office, Speech and Drama Building, from 1-5 p.m. daily.
Graduate student Kevin Seligman, costume technician for the
play, who began research for the
play’s costumes last summer, deresume,
AMES
sending
in
a
By STEVE
further than by merely
signed the outfits under the superspartan Daily Staff Writer
Dr. Loomba says.
vision of Miss Berneice Prisk, proin
He quoted from an article appearing
The college graduate must look beyond
fessor of drama. He used books,
Magazine.
the Jan. 24, 1966, issue of Electronics
the starting salary when selecting an initial
on history, the history of costumes
big" ’Some of the companies that run the
iob. This is particularly true in the rapidly
and paintings.
gest, most strident ads have no openings for
advancing engineering field, according to Dr.
"The paintings were the most
engineers at all.’ "
liajinda P. Loomba, associate professor of
interesting," Seligman commented,
advertising
He says that most of the defense
electrical engineering.
but went on to explain that both
Dr. Loomba, speaker at a recent conference
for contracts is reimbursable by the federal
the written and visual materials
is
job
actual
government and that when no
sponsored by the California Society of Prowere needed to reproduce the cosone
reach
fessional Engineers and the California State
available or the ad is only run to
tumes of the 18th century.
Individual, the ad serves another purpose --Employment Relations Agency, suggests that
Seligman designed the costume.
engithe newly employed engineer must not think
keeping the coMpany’s name before the
for ’The Rivals" as part of his
neering public.
lie is at the end of his education.
master’s project. He was graduat’KEEPING UP’
"The student must look at the stability of
ed from SJS in 1964 and plans
past employment by the company and educaAs to further education, "it is not necessary
to teach at the college level upon
keep
tion pmgrams offered that help fight obsoto stay in school, but the engineer must
completion of his master’s thesis.
lescence caused by the fast advancing knowlup with the field by reading books and jourPresently he is costume techedge."
nals," he says.
nician on the Drama Department
UNSTABLE CONIPANIES
However, Dr. Loomba does not discount
staff and will be in charge of cosDr. Loomba believes that descretion when
the value a education beyond the bachelor’s
tuming during the summer.
making a selection also makes cornoanies realize
degree.
that engineers are not interested in working
"To be a profes.sional engineer in the correct
for unstable companies.
sense of the word, the master of science has
He says there is a myth that defense comalmost become a necessity.
panies pay higher than non-defense companies,
Dr. Loomba has a plan for assisting the
sante Clara Valley: Fair and
however, "the graduate engineer should look
engineer involuntarily out of work. consisting
generally warn] %feather foreinto both."
of setting up a state agency where the individCAM.
PrediCted
high
teIllperaThe ads for engineers appearing in national
ual may work full time at one half of his pretil re today, 73-80. l’redieted low
magazines and newspapers must be investigated
layoff salary until he finds a job.
tonight, 45-50. Gentle %Inds,

Costumes of 1700s
Featured in ’Rivals’

’Education Not Finished’

’Consider Future Carefully,’
Engineering Grads Advised

Today’s Weather
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Six names are on the ballot
for the four available senior
representative spots.
Don McInnis, member of Spartan Shields and Spartacarnp
counselor and member of Model
United Nations, calls for a reexamination of textbook resales
and an increase in scholarships
for graduate students.
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Student Co u nc i 1 Wednesday
passed the Co-Recreation budget
for 1966-67 by a vote of 15-0-1,
following unanimous recommendation by Financial Advisory Board
(FAB).
The budget allocates $2,750 in
student body funds for the operation of both weekend and Wednesday night Co-Rec.
The budget request for Associated Women Students (AWS

IDCPlans Recreational Events
For Mayday Fun Tomorrow
Athletic events and relays will
be among the. featured events at
the second annual Playdoy, sponsored. by the Inter-Dorm Council
(IDC), tomorrow beginning 9.30
a.m. at the recreation fields between the dormitories.
Festivities will begin tonight at
7 when the six finalists for Miss
Residence Hall are named at an
exchange for all dorm students
at Royce Hall. The Trolls will provide music.
The weekend events are being
held in conjunction with National
Residence Hall Week, April 16-23.
Pushball, basketball, volleyball
and ping pong are included in the
schedule of events for the Play day, according to Sam Catania,
chairman.
Tickets for picnic lunches, consisting of hot dogs, potato chips,
baked beans and punch, are now
being sold to students at dorms
for 35 cents. They will cost 75
cents on Playday.
’The day will conclude with tire
and three-legged relays and a tug
of war.
Miss Residence Hall will be

nance of tuition-free education
and u 24 -hour library are among
Whitten’s other planks.
Whitten is president of Students for a Democratic society
and Students for Excellence in
Education.
Sam Badawi, 27-year-old electrical engineering major, wants
to see increa.sed representation
for graduate students, extended
library hours, and increased curriculum for graduates.
"At the present time the
graduate student does not feel
a sense of identity with the
college. I hope to change this,"
he said. Badawi was student
body treasurer at Cairo Univemity in Egypt. Last spring he
was vice president of the Intelnatiorull Student Organization
and vice president of the ArabAmerican Club.
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graduate student has been neglected, and that he will try to
"bring the graduate back to the
campus."
"I will cater to the graduate
student alone," Basham says,
"in addition to the student body
as a whole." He wants an extension of library services and
favors a system of sub-representation, whereby various repreesntatives of student groups
are responsible to each council
member.
Basham is a former member
of Spartan Shields, and various
ASB committees.
Bruce Macumber, past president of two SJS organizations.
Society for the Advancement of
Management and the Investment Club, seeks better alumni
relations, a re-evaluation of the
present system of graduate rep-
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5-10 miles per hour.

Midnight Saturday, April 23, nu*
be a deadline more important for
draft-conscious SJS students than
the April 15 income tax deadline.
April 23 is the deadline for mailing application cards to take the
upcoming selective service classification tests.
Students may pick up information bulletins, envelopes and application cards for the tests at the
registrar’s office in the Administration Building.
Many students are coming in.
said Mrs. Claudia Hanset, a clerktypist in the registrar’s office. The
most frequent question they ask is
where to send the application, she

Publication Club
To Meet Monday
Students for Research and Publication, a club interested in helping students gain recognition for
their research through publication,
will hold its first meeting Monday, 2:30 p.m. in Faculty Cafeteria.
The idea for the club developed
last semester during a History
184 class in which students published a research paper.
The new organization plans to
request funds from the ASB to
subsidize student publications. Last
semester’s papers were financed
through funds donated by Tau
Delta Phi, men’s honorary scholastic fraternity.

Sparta Life Sales
Conclude Today
Today is the last day that Sparta
Life magazine will be on sale.
According to Cary Koegle, Sparta
Life editor, magazine sales will
continue until 3:30 p.m., when oncampus sales officially end.
Because of the excellent features, Koegle urges all students
to get their issue before the 3:30
dead line.
Sales booths are located in front
of Spartan Bookstore. on Seventh
Street in front of the cafeteria
and between the Home Ec and
Women’s P.E. Buildings and at
the Journalism Building terrace.
Subscriptions can be picked up
at the Journalism Building.

said. "It’s all explained in the
bulletin of information," she added.
The classification tests are scheduled for Saturday, May 14 and
21, and Friday, June 10 at colleges throughout California and
the nation, including San Jose
City College and SJS. Students
may choose the most convenient
site to talce the test, according
to the Selective Service bulletin.
Mrs. A. M. Cramer, coordinator
of the San Jose local draft board
group, said anycme in school, even
high school seniors, are eligible
to take the test.

information program now being
conducted by the ASB.
SPEAKER OBTAINED
Yesterday, however, Whitten announced his success in obtaining
Dr. Joost Sluis, vice president of
the Christian Anti-Communism
Crusade, to speak in defense of
the Johnson administration’s
policy.
Dr. Sulis will speak some tittle
during the next few weeks, Whitten said.
Whitten also told council he has
booked Robin Moore, author of
"The Green Berets," for a date
not yet decided.
INTERVIEWS HELD
Also at the meeting, ASB President John Hendricks reported that
interviews for the vacant post of
ASB exective secretary will be
held late next week. Hendricks
said the winner of next week’s
student body elections probably
will be appointed "if voters show
a clear choice."
In other action Wednesday, Student Council:
granted temporary recognition to the SJS Cycling Association. The purpose of the organization is "to promote cycling and
fellowship."
approved the appointment of
Scott McCleeland to ASB Election
Board.

nete4 gthiei
Friday Flick
Friday’s Flick "John Goldfarb, Please Come Home," will be shown
in JC55 at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m for a 35 cent achrtission price.
Shirley MacLaine, Peter Ustinov, Richard Crenna, Jim Backus,
Scott Brady and Fred Clark are featured in the comedy.

Circle K Club
ASB presidential candidates Jerry Spotter, Al Mason and Bill
Clark and vice presidential candidates Vic Lee and Jim Conklin
will present their platforms at the Circle K Club meeting Tuesday,
at 1:30 in HI.
The meeting is open to all interested students. Questions
will be entertained from the floor.

Weekend Co-Rec
Weekend Co-Rec will resume tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in the
Women’s Gym, after a week layoff because of Easter Vacation.
Swimming, basisetball, volleyball, badminton, table tennis, gymnastics and weightlifting will be available to members of the SJS
college community.

Women’s Track Meet
The Women’s Physical Education iepartment will hold its first
annual Frosh-Soph track meet today at 11:30 a.m. at Spartan track.
MiSR Ellie Slack, upcoming women’s track star, will be throwing
the javelin. Spectators are welcome.

Club Car Wash
SJS Speech and Hearing Club will sponsor a car wash to.
morrow at 3K’s Flying A Station. llth and Santa Clara Streets.
Cars %ill be washed for $1 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. with proceeds
going toward scholarships for students of speech correction.

TV Discussion
Dr. Mervin Cadwallader, associate professor of sociology and
coordinator of tutorials in letters and science, will appear on KQED,
Channel 9, tomorrow and Sunday, beginning both days at 9:30 a.m.
He will be the opening speaker of an in-depth discussion of
teenage marriage and divorce.
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Rabble Rouser

Life Can Be
’Living, Flying’
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Critics Forget ’One’
The stern voice of rebuke is heard

have sinned. Their sin is one of omission. In their concern for the welfare

heard.

of the group they have ignored the

Things are bad, we hear--very bad.

individual.

"America is tumbling downhill. gain-

Yes, the individual still exists, de-

ing speed every minute. War is bar-

spite efforts to exterminate him, and

baric, and killing is morally wrong.
The nation is threatened by sinister
forces on all sides. Communism slinks

he needs faith in himself and in others. He needs a reason for living.
The individual in our society can-

about in cleer disguises. Socialism

not get faith solely from religion.

promises to engulf the economy. John-

When Ile finds faith in his religion,

sonism sings the unwary to sleep with

but fails to find it in his everyday life,

comforting lullabies while war rages in

it is of no value to him.
The faith he needs has been smoth-

Asia."
their

ered out of his life by over-zealous

horns. "BEWARE," they warn. "Evil

critics of society. Faith can be re-

strangers stalk the night. Colleges have

stored, not through a Pollyanna atti-

been undertnined by poor administra-

tude toward the world’s problems, but

tors. Instructors are incompetent. Stu-

through a forthright admission of the

dents are apathetic. Student govern-

ability of the individual to maintain

ments are corrupt.

the integrity of his own soul, despite

The

stalwart critics sound

"The world hurtles relentlessly toward twin threats of stan-ation and
nuclear annihilation."
Yes, things are bad indeed.
The critics are right. hut they also

the failures of his society.
A society only truly fails. after all.
if it deprives its members of their individuality.
D.D.

An Aid to Education
"Human history becomes more anti
More a race between education and
catastrophe," science-fiction writer H.
G. Wells once noted.
If education is indeed the solution,
at least in part. to catastrophe, then
it would seem that the optimum education would be that with the broadest
scope. Knowledge in the largest number of possible areas and experiences
is needed to fill the gap left by indi% idttal and national weaknesses and inexperience.
Few would argue that the task of
offering the greatest amount of knowledge to the greatest number of people
is inadequately performed in the classroom meeting. limited as it is in time
and space.
Howes er. the task is being performed by various campus organizations. Tau Delta Phi, honorary schol-

astir fraternity, offers open-end forums where faculty and students may
debate a topic for some three-and -ahalf hours. Faculty Book Talk provides another opportunity for discussionthis time on a literary plane.
Yet another forutn is provided by
the ASB Lecture Conunittee which
sponsors campus appearances of public authorities in various fields. as
noted by scheduled speakers, psychologist Erie Fromm (April 21); Saigon
Post correspondent Tran Van Dinh
(April 28); and New York Herald
Tribune science writer Earl Ubell
(May 5).
These organizations and others are
to be praised for their attempts to
equalize the forces of the race. The
setting has been provided. Now the
question remains: Who will run?
C.W.

GOOD FLIGHT

"You, especially, Mr. McNamara, should know that
the United States forces are ready everywhere .. !"

Guest Room

Con troversy ’Much Alive’
In a recent series of articles in the San
Jose Mercury-News, Dean of the College
John Gilbaugh criticized the "community
of scholars" approach to the administration of higher education. As the newspapers vv-ould have reported it in the
days before they were staffed with college
joiurnalisin graduates, Dean Gilbaugh
"viewed with alarm" the increasing responsibility of the teaching professor for
college administration.
ted to what he considered eviHe
dences of deterioration in California state
college operation as !i_censwience of
this trend.
NOT UNIQUE
Now even had the Dean proposed a
unique and preposterous point of view,
a -coinnitinity of scholars" might be expected to reply with dignity and reason.
Dean Gilbatigh’s thesis was not unique,
nor something he had dreamed up "on
a trip."
He was wading into a controversy of
widespread concern to American higher
education, one which is very much alive
on this campus, and one in which the
public will inevitably participate before
it is over.
Even so, the representatives of this community of scholars who have replied to
Dean Gilhaugh in print have considered
sarcasm, vituperation and abuse the appropriate form, even including the astonishing demand that lie "resign."
QUESTIONS MOTIVES
Most recent of these scholarly responses,
by my friend Dr. Richard Tansey, appeared in yesterday’s Guest Room. Dr.

Thrust and Parry

Writers Judge Council, Americanism
’Good American Believes
In Self Determination’
Editor:
It seems to me that Al Mason and A. P.
Anderson enjoy writing to Thrust and Parry
even though they make no sense. They are
very good examples of how misguided college
students can be when it comes to international politics.
I could not help but laugh when I mad
Mr. Anderson’s implication of what a "good"
American is. ’Daily, March 30). He is "conditioned by nine generations" to defend his
country against all enemies whosoever, while
Mr. Bacon "is conditioned to defent International government and its law."
Whether it’s nine generations or one thousand, your ideas, my dear Mr. Anderson, are
far from being go(xt American ideas. A good
American does not have to be against internationalism or International law. A good
American, I believe, is one who believes in
the principles of the American Revolution of

democracy, freedom, and self-determination
for all mankind.
The fact that you prefer not to criticize
constructively your administration’s foreign
policy, the fact that you choose to worship
blind, destructive nationalism rather than
dealing intelligently with the rest of the
world does not make you goodneither does
Bacon’s concern for internationalism make
him
bad American. To me, his ideas are
more American than yours.
Mohammad A. Adwan
A15526
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty a
chance fo express their views on campus, local,
national or international issues. Space is allowed
fo encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 55 -space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The editor reserves th right to edit or cut letters fo conform fo
space limitations nd to cease publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes have ben exhausted.
-
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You’re off work. It’s midnight and a
little chilly as you warm up your cycle
and light a smoke. The fumes smell terrible and they burn as you hold them
in your lungs and nostrils, bin you don’t
mind . . . you’re tired and it takes the
tiredness away.
Kick in the choke and rev the hit,
Thunder, r Wing far away in the pipes.
Climb on and roll out to the highway.
No fuzz, good . . . crank it. The rumble
roars out of the pipes all over you. The
speedometer climbs . . . 50 . . . 55 . . .
60 . . . you feel like flying .
The engine screams as you torture it up
a hill. You and the sound go up with
r.p.m.’sup over the hill and out into
space. You and engine combine, sereant
together, fly . . . higher and higher . . .
70 .
75 .
65 .

Staff Editorial

in the land, and heard and heard and

rAT

Council Decision Called
’A Blatant Violation’
Editor:
Rarely do I take pen in hand to express
my discomfort for the banality of the intellectual insight displayed by your editorial
staff. However, your inability (or lack of
desire) to expose the recent Student Council
decision prohibiting political parties from
endorsing candidates as not only being a premeditated fraud, hut a blatant violation of
the students’ constitutional rights, cannot
go by without a cry of protest.
The SPUR political party ha.s been thoroughly discredited. Its tenure in office has
been marred by capricious self interest, petty
favoritism, and a complete lack of understanding of the needs of a liberal arts institution.
Those candidates who are members of
SPL’R, or any other machine, can now hirla
behind the facade of "independency." This
saps from the autheniic independents their
main legitimate claim to office, to wittheir
honesty.
Larry D.
A115502

Tansey ridicules the Dean’s resorting to
the newspaper press for the expression of
his views, questions his motives, is contemptuous of his "murky animadversions,"
his "baffling prose," his "bible-belt high
school principal paternalism," his "ridiculous charges," his "puerile reasoning,"
and even takes a swipe at the newspaper
so undiscerning as to publish the Dean’s
articles.
But what does Dr. Tansey say in specific
refutation of Dean Gilbaugh’s allegations?
Nothing. He says, "Certainly the only
motive for an item-by-item refutation of
such nonsense would be the.fun’of it, and
there are probably funnier things to do."
NOT SATISFIED
I do not share Dick Tansey’s sense of
humor. Moreover, Dick, I submit that
this community of scholars should not be
satisfied with that kind of scholarship.
Nor will the American public, which
is footing the bill for billions of dollars
worth of higher education, be impressed
with that kind of scholarship.
The support budget for this college
next year will be $23 million. Essentially
the question raised by Dean Gilbaugh is
this: Who would do the best job of administering an institution of the size and
complexity represented by such a figure?
A group of subject-matter specialists? Or
a professional administration . . . that is,
people who have worked their way up
through administrative positions in higher
education?

The wind vvhistles in your ears and
tears the water from your eyes. The tears
are cold as they chase one another down
your cheeks and then take off into the
air for a trip of their own. Goodbye, little
tears, have a good flight . . .
You reach the road where the street
lights grow and as you ride under them
they give you three shadows ... two that
follow you as you pass next to the light.
and the one that races ahead as you go
beyond.
You chase them, your streetlight friend
always ahead of you, always faster, high
LIGHTS DIE
The lights die in the ground and kill
your shadows. Their ritle is over, anti you
give them a rebel yell and twist the throttle’s neck . . . 95 . . 100 . . .
Curve ahead . . . leann . . . 000ver
and around you speed, bent to the ground,
flying high as low as you can go ... 105
ler of the motor is a jet-seream
The tl
"of pain and excitement, streaming out
behind you like a contrail, a girl’s hair,
a kite’s tail . . .
Another hill, another yell . . . another
twist of the throttle and ENGINE responds
responds with its all, and you try for
the stars, the satellites, the other side of
the moon, where there are no neons, wars,
stoplights, radar traps.
LIGIITS A H E
Time catches up with you and you wind
down, taking ENGINE with you. the speedometer with you, the smoke ’with y oil.
limits,
Lights ahead, cis ilization
1
pigeonholes, conformity. 011, turn ar
and go back, go hack up and stay there,
with the stars, on the other side of the
moon.
You can’t. Trips are for taking and
cycles are for riding, and life is for living
. . . and if you like, flying.

fiVARTAN DAILY

BROAD INTEREST
The question is of interest hmader than
the campus itself, and not one which
arouses mirth in thoughful people.
I’m not proposing to answer the question. I’m. simply asking, Dick, don’t you
really believe that an informed and dispassionate consideration of Dean Gilhatigh’s can of worms would he much
more appropriate than continued abuse
of a man who expressed a point of view?
Dr. Dwight Bentel
Chairman, Department of
Journalism and Advertising

SJS in Retrospect
5 VEAR,S AGO: Three alert S.IS students
quelled a blaze in the Home Economics Build-

ing. The fire, of unknown origin, was squelched
with fire extinguishers before it could spread.
Five fire engines answered the fire 810=
sounded by a janitor ,but were not needed.
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10 YEARN AGO: George Mardikian, restaurateur, author and industrialist, spoke
on his autobiography. "Song of America."
Mardikian is the owner of San Francisco’s
0Mill Khayyam restaurant.

REPORTING STAFF: Steven Ames, Carol Armstrong,
Jim Bailey, Kris Blakely, Carolyn Bushnell, Ann*
Carr, Larry M. Coy, Don Dugdale. Dick Daniels,
John Jackson, Lee Juillerat, Stephen Koch, Dave
Kell, Linda Lamanno, Mary Putnam, Don Sevrens,
Frank Sweeney, Judy Walter, Ted Weisgal, Gary
Williams, Charlotte Wong.

IR TEARS AGO: Letters appearing in the
Thrust and Parry column of the Spartan
Daily prompted the Shamrock drive-in theatre to lass’er its rates to SJS students said
Dave Faust, assistant manager of the theatre.

ADVERTISING STAFF: David Amadei, Jornes Baker.
Jim Bishop, Judi Flair, Jack Chillerni, Mike Clark,
Gary Donkin, Larry Felled, James Greenbaum,
Elisabeth Hannula, June King, Pam McDonald.
/a 1,1a,
Mike Middleton. Jim Moon. Horne.
tine:, Paul Schleffer, John Williams.

NM

Hopefuls Air Platforms
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?

t

I
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reacting enough to the studehIN,
to the administration, or to the
society at large," Bartko says.
"Dorm rules should be relaxed.
library hours expanded, birth
control information given at the
health center, and tuition-free
education maintained." he adds.
Bartko is a member of Tau Delta
Phi. men’s honorary scholastic
traternity, and is president of
Students for Research anti Publication.
Ken Shackelford, 21 -year-old
political science major, seeks to
improve the lack of communication between student government and the students. He thinks
the legislative and executive
branches of student government
shottld "get together," and
thinks student representatives

should continue their campaigns
after the election, by making
speeches and otherwise comnuinicating with the students.
Shackelfoixi is vice president
of Spartan Shields, and executive officer in Serape’. Fidelis,
and a participant In intercollegiate track.
SA.’es Watkins, ASB attorney
general, has other experience as
a junior representative on Student Council, a member of Blue
Key, Spartan Shields, Phi Eta
Sigma, freshman scholastic honorary fraternity, and has been
IA recipient of "Who’s Who in
American Universities and Colleges" award.
The 21 -year-old business and
industrial management major
seeks a liaison committee to
work with the ASB president,
consisting of representatives

Miss Katheiine Young, assistant
professor of home economics, has
Dr. tihrrley L. Hopkinson, assobeen elected president of the Bay ciate professor of librarianship,
District of the California Home has been granted $47,000 by the
Economics Association for 1966-67. U.S. Office of Education under the
National Defense Education Act
The Bay District is a branch
to conduct a summer study instiof the American Home E:conomics tute at SJS for secondary school
Association, a professional organi- library personnel.
The six-week institute, schedzation which deals with all phases
uled for June 27-Aug. 5, is limited
of home economics.
to 30 trainees who may receive
A member of the SJS faculty
6 units of credit.
since 1953, Miss Young is a gradMembers of the institute staff
uate of Texas Women’s University, also from SJS are Dr. Jerrold
Denton Tex. She received her
master’s degree from the University of Texas in 1944.
Musical Instruments
Sheet Music
Accessories

711CeOrd

World Forum

from the Inter-Fraternity Council, Inter-Dormitory Council,
Panhellenic Council, and other
such groups.
Roger Allen, last semester’s
Spartan Daily reporter for student government, feels this reporting experience and the organizational experience gained
as chairman of the Tower List
qualifies him to serve on Student Council.
He wants a legal aid service
for students, polls to determine
student opinion on major issues,
student discounts in local stores,
hiring artists to "paint murals
on the hideous structures at
SJS," and student participation
in curriculum planning.
Allen is president of Kappa
Tau Alpha. journalism honorary
fraternity, and a member of
Tau Delta Phi.

//Wit

Davis & Frances McCord
310 ’Fossil 8. Comitrs \ Wage

Dr. Sproul Dies
At Local Hospital

Dr. William Sproul, member of
the staff of the SJS Student
Health Service from 1958 to 1964,
died after an extended illness at
a local hospital April 5.
Dr. Sproul practiced for years
in Iowa before moving to California in 1958 to join the staff at SJS.
While in Icwva, he was an active
member of local and state medical
societies as well as the American
Medical Association.

"WHY PAY MORE?"
Economy Brake Job
All Four Wheels
Including parts and labor,

$17.95
alignment
tune-up
Spartan Gulf Service
Santa Clara at Tenth

295-9358

JAPAN
for a month

$995 complete
on a Honda
See Japan and her people us they see themselves. Tour
with Japanese students. For information write:

CYCLE JAPAN
P.O. Box 620. Lafayette. California

Kemp, professor of education, and
Mrs. Jean E. Wichers, assistant
professor of librarianship. Program
consultants from SJS are Dr. Jack
Sutherland, associate professor of
education, and Dr. Mathew Vessell,
chairman of Science Education
Department.
"Purpose of the institute is to
combine a thorough examination
of the basic philosophy of integration of the use of the library
in major curriculum areas with
practical experience in methods
of creation of teaching materials
for use in such instruction," according to the program’s brochure.
Dr. Hopkinson, who joined the
SJS staff in 1958, holds five degrees. She received her B.A. from
the University of Colorado; her
B.L.S. from the University of California; her M.A. from Claremont
Graduate School; and her Ed.M.
and Ed.D. from the University
of Oklahoma.

Students Awarded Grants

Demands Mef
SAIGON i Pi
!whim) Lukas acCeded to Buddhist
demands and signed a decree yesterday pledging an elected civilian
government within three to five months. Thousands of Buddhists
marched through the capital in the biggest demonstration yet to
celebrate the victory.

An1 tor Student.; program, according to Richard Braltefield,
relatkms director for Tau Delta
Phi.
Lane is conductittg a sociological
survey of the American Federation
of Teachers on the SJS campus.
Lokey is experimenting with the
possibilities of transmitting learning in Planaria WOITrIN.

Nuclear Proposal

Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler, chairman of SJS Department of History, has been elected president
of the American Aviation Historical Society.
Wheeler, a member of the organization’s board of directors and
one-time editor of its guarterlY
Journal, replaced former president,
John J. Sloane in January.
"The society is made up of a
group of aviation ’buffs,’ a common
term for amateur aviation historians, along with a corps of
professional historians from universities around the country," Dr.
Wheeler said.
Dr. Wheeler, whose specialty is
American diplomatic history, has
also published works in the field
of American naval and aviation
history and Philippine history.

wwww.
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Poli Sci Institute
Offered in June

Career Opportunity
UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
VENEREAL DISEASE BRANCHCOMMUNICABLE DISEASE CENTER
We are going to eradicate syphilis in the United States.
We need people who want immediate job involvement, interesting work, an outlet
for creative ideas. and an excellent opportunity for advancement.
We want to talk with above average senior students who are majoring in the following
academic fields:
BIOLOGY

HUMANITIES

POLITICAL SCIENCE

ENGLISH

LANGUAGES

SOCIAL SCIENCES

JOURNALISM

PHILOSOPHY

PSYCHOLOGY

ECONOMICS

PUBLIC HEALTH

SOCIOLOGY

HISTORY

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

MATHEMATICS

Interviews for June Graduates will be conducted on:

APRIL 22

CAMPUS

Contact your Placement Office
to arrange for an interview

WASH & DRY

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
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wheel covers
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BIKE SALE
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clean your diamonds . . .
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San Jose’s Big Bookstore
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Attorney General
Debate Canceled

I

Ulf U -Coon!

Why settle for less?

A debate het cc n candidates
for ASB Attorney General, announced in yesterday’s Spartan
Daily, will not be held today.
Candidate Bill Bennett said late
yesterday that he had never confirmed the debate and "saw no
useful reason" to debate Ira MeltA one-week summer institute on zer, who issued the challenge.
current world affairs will be offerer] for one unit of political science credit, June 20-24, Dr. Leo
Kibby, Dean of educational services and summer sessions, announced.
Dr. Edward J. Rogers, professor
of political science at SJS is the
institute director. Other staff
members include Dr. Harry Gailey,
associate professor of history; Dr. San Jose State’s most modern
Harris Martin, associate professor
of history; William H. Poytress, launderette. Next to Shell station
ot 10th and William St.
retired SJS professor of economics;
Dr. Raymond Stanley, associate
pmfessor of geography and Dr.
C. Langdon White, professor of
geography.
The institute will meet from 9
a.m. to noon and 1 to 3 p.m. daily.
Tuition is $18.50 with an additional 50-cent student activity fee.
Both are payable at registration.
The institute will concentrate
on the social, political and economical problems of various parts
of the world.
wraparound
Political problems to be distriple taillights
cussed include France’s attitude
toward the Common Market and
Japan’s search for security and
her relations with both Red China
and the U.S.
44%.
Also to be covered are the economic possibilities of Brazil’s
*Mr’
Amazon Valley and the rise of
African nationalism and its impact on that continent’s race relations.
3 -Speed, Matched Pair

Tau Delta Phi, men’s ’amoral.) ,
scholastic fraternity, granted $150
each to two SJS students conducting personal academic projects
outside regular curriculum.
James R, Lane, graduate sociology student, and Gene Lokey,
graduate psychology student, reunt1/.1. the work
ceer, erl

;
GENEVA (UPI1 - The V.I..;
yesterday the
nuclear powers halt all further production of fissionable war material
under a spy proof control system.
Under the new U.S. plan the United States. Russia and other
nation.s could close down reactors producing plutonium and let inspectors make sure they stay shut without giving away military
secrets.
The plan was outlined by U.S. negotiator William C. Foster as the
Geneva disrumament conference resumed after a 10-day Easter recess.

Professor Gets Grant Dr. Wheeler
Heads Society
For Summer Institute

SJS Professor
Elected to Post
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Oprn Thur. until 9 p.m.
Cloned Sun. & Mon.

CHEVROLET
DOUBLE
DIVIDEND DAYS!

Where you gel it is at your
Chevrolet dealer’s, and when
is nowduring Double Dividend Days. There are Super
Sports plain if you call this
plain: Strato-bucket seats.
console, carpeting and eight
standard safety features like
back-up lights. Super Sports

lavish with comforts you
specify. And Super Sports
eager with things you add.
Buy now!
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All kinds of good buys all In one place...at your Chevrolet dealer’s: CHEVROI.ET CHEVELLE
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WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
$89 regular
$134 "the works"

JRS ENTERPRISES
Phone 286-5392 Evenings

ALL COLOR

Gallery To Display
Reversed Dimensions
of contemporary

members of the SJS art faculty,

art, "2 Dimensional Sculpture/3
Dimensional Painting," will open
Tuesday at the SJS Art Gallery,
east wing of the Art Building.
Richmond Art Center, where
the exhibit is currently on display, organized the show in
which 27 artists, including three

An

exhibit

participate.
Willis Nelson, assistant professor, will show "Side Squeeze,"
a piece made of fibergla.ss, plywood and lacquer. Assistant Professor Sam Richardson will display a wood, canvas, plexiglass
and acrylic composition entitled,
"Straight Up." Associate professor Fred Spratt will exhibit
"April 12," a fiberglass and
plastic construction.
J. J. Aason, assistant director
of the Richmond Art Gallery,
said the title of the exhibit is
"a plak on words to point out
the number of people involved
with work that must be described somewhere between the
traditional definitions of sculpttwe and painting."

SJS Choir
To Sing
At Benefit
William Erlendsun, professor of

How About Breakfast
Before Hitting the Beach
Toniorrow?
No, this fellow need not spend a fortune on breakfast. He
and his date are going to ANGELO’S STEAK 11011SE
where both your tastes and wallet team -up at college prices.
How does this sound . . .

Ham and Eggs
Nerred oith potatoes, toast. butter and jelly
$1.10
()ITN 24 HOURS Friday,. and Saturdays
Free park

38 S. 3rd St.

1..11 I.,

ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE

Siii A ean e
GOODYEAR
Not SecondsNot Retreads

PAIR SPECIALS
All brand.new Goodyear tires with 3-T nylon cord
and extra.mileageTUFSYN.

TYPE

SIZE

SALE PRICE*

music, will direct the SJS A
Cappello Choir in a scholarship
benefit concert tonight at 8:15
in the Peterson High School
Auditorium, Sunnyvale.
Proceeds from the concert will
establish a scholarship fund for
the four high schools in the
Santa Clara Union district and
will add to the SJS Music Department scholarship fund.
Tickets may be purchased at
the door.
The choir will repeat the program it presented at the annual
SJS spring concert March 8
and 9.
Choraliers, a group of 12 members from the choir, will sing
Humphrey Searle’s "Song of the
Birds" and "Four Sonnets" by
Darius Milhaud. Senior music
major Byron Thomas, bass-baritone, will present Gretchaninoff’s "The Nicene Creed."
Also on the program are works
by Brahms, Tallis, Palestrina,
Stravinsky, Hugo Distler, Pizzetti, and Randall Thompson.

Bakmas
Flower
Shop
Flowers

Job information booklets for listings
in either Hawaii or western states.
&1225 for each booklet.

,8)Ao

Corsages

775 x 15
All Weather Black Tube Type

Theadore Bikel folk singer,
actor, guitarist, linguist and lecwill present a concert
turer
in Morris Dailey Auditorium
Tuhrsday, May 5, at 8:15 p.m.
’Tickets for the concluding
performance of the Associated
Students Washington Square
Pop Series are now in sale at
the Student Affairs Business
Office, Building R. Prices are
$1.50 for students and faculty
members and $2.50 for the general public.
Bikel speaks fluently seven
langages and sings songs from
20 lands in their native tongues.
He played Mary Martin’s leading man in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s "The Sound of Music"
on Broadway fof two years.
In 1959 he received an Academy Award nomination for his
portrayal of the southern sheriff in "The Defiant Ones."
Bikel also played in Lerner
and Loewe’s Academy Awardwinning "My Fair Lady."
SUMMER JOBS IN
HAWAII AND
WESTERN STATES
Combine Fun and Profit

SE 0

and

Theodore Bikel
To Finish Series
Of Pop Concerts

Buy Now and Save!
Both Booklets Only $2

f or all

2 for $19

Occasions
10th & Santa Clara

292-0462

Oplus tax and 2 old Urea

Write to:
Collegiate Employment Sell ire
Student Summer Jolts
P.O. Rex 193S
Hollywood. r alil 90028

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
CPECIALTHIS SALE ONLY
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ROCK INI ROLL

At Concert Hall

Festival of Contemporary Music
To Include World Premieres
Five world premieres and 10
West Coast debut performances
will highlight the sixth annual
Festival of 20th Century Music
at Concert Hall next week.
The world premiere of "0
Praise the Lord, Psalm 117,"
Brent Heisinger, assistant professor of music, will be one of
more than 40 contemporary
worlcs presented during the fiveday festival Tuesday through
Saturday.
Composer John Cage, called
an anarchist of American music,
will be guest composer and lecturer. His appearance is made
possible by the Associated Students.
Among the numbers which will
be presented are works by several SJS students and faculty
member s, including Festival
Chairman Dr. Wilson Coker,
of music,
associate profess,

or$1

music.
Composers

NOW

p.m. Friday the
will per,,,tcert is sched-

F151111 2:30-4

Milhaud, Flindcmith, Luigi Dallapiccola, Henry
Cow:ell, Anton Von Webern,
Quincy Porter, Lou Harrison and
Ingol Dahl will also he represented. Porter wrote the Pulitzer
Prize-winning Concerto for
Pianos.
The festival will begin ’Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. with contempo-

rary music for the trombone.
At 8:15 p.m. Dr. Coker’s "Polyphonic Ode," a West Coast
premiere, will be performed.
Cage, known for his inniva
tions in art and his depari ore
from what most listeners regard

t

1.111,le

Wednesday.
Thursday’s program includes
a recital of contemporary chamber music at 1:30 p.m. and a

EllSOInble

,
,

Th,

p

inphonic Band will
conclude the Festival of 20th
C’entury Music Saturday night
:it S.M.

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
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NATS To Present Vocal Program
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Thc San Francisco Chapter of

Searle’s "Song of the Birds"

the National Association of
Teachers of Singing (NATS)
will present a program of vocal
music Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in
Concert Hall. Admission to the
concert is free.
Choraliers, a 12-member group
selected from the SJS A Cappelli’ Ch.M. will sing Humphrey

under the direction of William

Erlendson, professor of music.
Three 8.1S music majors
Sharon Gilbert, Janet Williamson and Byron Thomas
will
present scenes from Act II of
the Puccini opera, "Marlante

Butterfly."
Other numbers on the program are "Four Sonnets" by
Milhaud, "Sing we and chant
il" By Morley, "II bianco r rioter,
ciKno" by Arcadelt, "Pin d’itett’altro elori" by Gustrildi ;mil
"Ohime" by Monteverdi,.
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left are Bill Smith, lead guitar; Rod Gibino,
rhythm/bass suitar; Dick Robitaille, vocalist
drummer; Ardre Meschi, drums, and Muller,
organjbacs. Meschi is an SJS pre -pharmacy
major, Smith and Robitaille attend San Jose
City College and Gibino is a senior at Bellarmine College Preparatory School.

The New Arrivals, a five -member band directed
by sophomore radio -television major Tom Muller,
will trace the history of rock ’n’ roll sounds tomorrow morning at 9 on "Perspective," a halfhour show produced by radio -television majors
and broadcast on KNTY, Channel I I. Cameraman Gil Honeycutt, junior radio-television major, focuses on the band during rehearsal. From
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Sparta Sings

Tickets On Sale
Tickets for the annual Sparta
Sings Song Festival, to be held
April 23 at 8 p m. in the Civic
AuilitOrill111. Will go on sale
Monday, April IS in front of the
Spartan Btx)kstore and on Seventh Street, according to Miss
Judi Currie, cmchairman.
The festival is sponsored by
the Associated Women Students
(AWS) and the Inter-Fraternity
Council IIFC).
Living centers participating
in the event include Delta Zeta,
Alpha Omicron, Alpha Chi Ome-

Committee Seeks
Help from Students

at
he

I
1th
Ott

The Rally Committee is requesting the help of students
to keep the tradition.s of SJS
alive. Where will the bonfire
be held next year?" asks Gary
Kleeman, Rally Committee
chairman.
Last year was the first in
many that the traditional bonfire was not held. The previons
site, the County Fairgrounds,
has been permanently rented on
the Homecoming date and is no
longer available to the college.
"We of the Rally Committee
feel that by rnmbining the efforts of the student body and
the citizens of San Jose, a suitable site can be found for this
annual event," Kleeman feels.
The chairman urges any student
with a suggested place for the
bonfire to contact Richard Menken or himself at 294-6414, extertsion 2628 or 297-9733.

Airline, Rail & Ship
Reservations

NO CHARGE
1

We are specialists
in student tours

t-m travel agency
60 N. 1st

293-1031

)eies
(cd

ga, Chi Omega, Gamma PI,
Beta. Alpha Phi, Sigma Kapp,
the Catholic Women’s Cent’,
Hoover Hall, Alpha Tau Chime,
Sigma Nu, Sigma Chi and Sig
ma Phi Epsilon.
The Sparta Sings Committee
recently announcer! that the
proceeds from this year’s peogram would he donated to the
Santa Clara Braille Fund, In
previous years the profits
given to the SJS Student Union
Fund.
The Braille Fund is a part of
the Santa Clara County Bind
Center, a volunteer project sponsored by the Sixth District, California Congress of Parents and
Teachers.
The organization transcribes
textbooks for hlind children who
attend the elementary schools
and high schools in Santa Clara
County and Palo Alto Districts.
The volonteer transcribers Mlltit
attend a school for a period of
six months before they can
learn the technique of Braille
writing.
The money. from Sparta Sings
will go to help buy the much
needed supplies of paper, covers,
bindings, and toward the cost
of a Braille duplicating machine.

Pledges Continue
To Sell ’Queen
For Day’ Tickets
Tickets for the second annual
Kappa Sigma Queen For a Day
Contest, sponsored by the pledge
class of the fraternity, am now
on sale for 25 cents at Kappa
Sigma, 481 S. Fifth St.
The winner will be determined
April 25 by Dr. lIenry Pitchford, assistant professor of sociology and anthropology, when
he selects the winning ticket at
a drawing to be held at the fraternity.
Tickets for the fund raising
event will be available on campus next Thursday and Friday
in front of the cafeteria and the
Spartan Bookstore. Ticket sales
are limited to coeds.
The queen will receive a dinner date in San Francisco, a
dozen roses and tickets to Dr.
Zhivago April 29.
The queen and her two princesses will be honored at a
TGIF’ party at the Kappa SIMS
HOUSE‘ April 29.
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[BEAU TIES
ENG/WI:Mt:NTS

Photo by James Broscoll
These five girls, from left Misses Betty Ann Limas, Pam Simmons,
Liz Borad, Diana Cava and Sandy Baker, were chosen as new
members of the Band -Aides, a dance group of 12 girls which
performs with the Varsity Band during football season.

Annual AWS Event
To Begin Monday
CARMAN 81 SIINELL
Attention women of SJS!
Ntonday, April 19 begins a week
different from all others Women’s Week, an event spon.sored
by the Associated Woman Students CAWS, each spring semester.
The (list 1’11/W11)11 of Sec’s
candy suckers decorated with
colorful paper flowers from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. in front of the
Spartan Bookstore and cafeteria
Monday %sill kick-off this year’s

llth Street
Beat
By «ART WHITMAN
What’s new on the row? Let’s
take a look . . The ladies of
Delta Zeta are busy vvorking on
Sparta Sings and will compete
in Derby Day and participate
in the all Greek carnival stonsored byi Kappa Sigma fraternity.
Theta Chi fraternity is in the
midst of its annual Dream Girl
contest. The queen will be
crowned May 14. A series of
elimination functions are being
held.
The brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha began their Crescent Girl
Contest Wednesday night with
a reception at the house on 13th
Street . . , Alpha Chi Omega
has been active in a cerebral
palsy project. Three ladies have
been giving therapy weekly at
a private home in Los Gatos.
’fhe Sigma Pi’s Alumni Club
received its charter from the national office at the Founder’s
Day banquet last week.
Striating Toin Vla.sic of Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity W:IS
cent ly ei owned A()Pi I /ream
Guy, The Sig Eps are running
their Golden Heart contest in
preparation for the house’s biggest social function, the Golden
Heart Overnight to be held at
the Carmel Valley Inn at the
end of the month.
The ladies of Kappa Kappa
Gamma are planning their Kappa -Theta Pledge Dance to be
held at the Claremont Hotel in
Sall Francisco. KKG’s alumni
club recently had a fund raising
show.
’rhat’s it front the row this
week

s Week, according to
committee chairman Miss Doris
Nichol.
Tuesday will bring the distribution of an opinion poll to all
approved coed living centers in
the previously mentioned places,
aLso from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The poll, entitled "Getting to
Know You -- Women of SJS"
consists of 20 questions which
cover such topics as woman and
man most admired, favorite magazine read, place the coed would
want to go for a vacation and
her favorite style of clothes.
"The results of the poll %Oil
be a census of opinicm.s relatini.!
what SJS women think about
various things. They will indicate if the thinking of SJS Isomen generally conforms," Miss
Nichol said.
Also on Tuesday’s agenda is
AWS ()pen meeting at 3:30 in
the College Union which will
feature two speakers who will
describe the National AWS Convention in Arizona which they
at tended.
Wodnesday. Af.tertioon at 3:30
in 11E1 a United Airlines Stewardess will relate her experiences, tell of opportunities in
the field and rillaWCr questions.
The airline’s representative %ill
show also show films concerning airline school. Refreshments
will be served after the discussion.
Eric Fromm, internationally
known psychoanalyst and author
of ’"The Art of Loving" will
speak on "Obstacles to Love"
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium in an ASII
spon.sored lecture. A tea will
follow the lecture.
On Friday AWS will be selling
tickets to Sparta Sings at different campus locations.
Women’s Week vvill be climaxed on Saturday at 8 p.m.
in the Civic Auditorium with
the presentation of Sparta Sings
which they sponsor along with
the Inter-Fraternity Council.
"We want to acquaint the
women students to the activities
of AWS in the hope that they
v(ill want to participate," declared Miss Nichol regarding
the week.
Some of the activities sponsored by AWS arc the big-little
sister program v.hich helps to
acquaint new coeds with SJS,
the Christmas door decoration
contest, which promotes competition between living centers for
the best decorated door and various community service proJects.

Kathy Linderman, sophomore
music major from Burlingame ,
and member of Mu Phi Epsilon
honorary. music sorority, is engaged to Vince Cleveland, senior
music major from San Marcus
Carol Nelson, sophomore biological science major from Mt
Shasta and member of the California Nurses’ Association and
Wesley Foundation at SJS, has
announced her engagement I(
Steven Ames, senior journalism
major from Lafayette cold member of Acalanes Masonic Lodg,
and the Wesley Foundation
Miss Nelson is R 1965 gradual,
of San Jose Hospital School of
Nursing. An August wedding
date has been set.
Juleen Mier, senior social
science major from San Jose
and member of Phi Sigma Alpha
honorary political science sorority and Gamma Theta Upsilon
honorary history sorority, is engaged to Dennis Monson, junior
business management major from
San Jose at West Valley College.
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State Book Shop
297-4797
389 So. First St.
Open Monday Hirai Friday 9 to 9
Saturday until 6 p m.

STATE MEAT MARKET
292-7726

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

THiS WEEK’S SPECIALS

SLAB BACON
POPK CHOPS
REAL ROUND
RIB STEAK
FRYERS

lb.
lb
lb.
lb.
lb.

69
85
1.15
85
69

Plpnty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororities and Boarding Houses

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

For a iptiek iiiek-up after class, try a:

TACO
ENCHILADA
TOSTADA

/hi, TOWNE & KING

CARDIGAN
19.95
Now in glowing
iridescent tones of 100%
Virgin Wool: Unique colorings!
Handsome 6-button cardigan
sweater ... right for every
leisure -loving
man.

t7a

Is
BOWL
3 games for S1
1115

To SJS Students
Anytime

THE BEST SEAT IN
THE HOUSE IS
WAITING FOR YOU

POOL & BILLIARDS
$1 per hour

Complote Wine and Beer Selection
Small Steak
N.Y. Steak

1.35
2.10

Steak Sandwich
Jumbo Burger

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
Free Parking

545 S. 2nd St.

1.25
.95

reo,

Downtown Bowl
294.7800

GRODIWS
SAN ANTONIO CENTER, MT. VIEW
VALLEY FAIR SHOP MONDAY

SHOP MON. THRU SAT. Lit ’IL 9:30 p.m.
THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.

crr \ITT

n

191101

AprIl
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Trackmen Aim To Halt (al Win Skein Tomorrow
By PAUL sAVOI
i
siatrtan Daltj Sports Writer
Spartan trackmen take aim on’
California’s 30 -meet win skein in’
the mile relay tomorrow afternoon!
as SJS joins the Bears and the
University of Oregon in a tri- I
angular track meet.
The action begins at 1:30 in
Berkeley’s Edwards Stadium, with
a full day of action expected to
he capped by the final event- -the
niile relay

The Spartans have promised
they will send their regular team
against the Bear quartet in an
all-out effort to snap the skein.
Earlier in the season, at it simthe
triangular,
Berkeley
ilar
Spartan:: had the meet title sewed
up by the time the mile relay
came around, so pulled their aces
out of the race.
This allowed the Bears to win
the race and extend their skein.
SJS coach Burl Winter (in -

Li re Ham’
Friday ood Saturday
Lino /woo.’
Tuesday thru Friday

Tuesday thru Saturday
Banquet Rooms Available
ior Fraternity anti Sorority
Dunces

1465 W. San Carlos St., San Jose

nottneed that Wayne Mermen, Tim in 4:07.7, while Moore has chalked
Knowles, Ken Shackelford and op a 4:09.2. Williams is a strong
Tommy Smith will be the SparThe Spartan distance crew will
! tan.s foursome tomorrow.
be Joe Neff. Bill Langdon, Rich
Klemmer, Owen Hoffman and
INJURY WAVE
Jim Sullivan. Cal will counter
Cal is shackled by injuries this
with ace Bob Price, but back-up
k,
h 0
d SJS
roan Matty Koenekamp is out with
pected to brittle it out for the
injuryies.
team crown.
Cal ace Forrest Beaty is also
Thv Ducks from the North are
belovy par, not having worked out
defending national co-champions
hard all week with a toe injury,
..
while discus ace Randy Schneider,
year’s stars.
half-miler Devone Smith, and
The brightest light for the hroad jumper Jim Kennedy are
Ducks is shot putter Neil Stein- also not at full strength for various
hatter, who put the iron ball 65- reasons.
3,2 last week for the second best
FIVE EVENTS
effort in the nation this year.
Oregon’s forte is distance runWinter has indicated that his ace
ning, with Wade Bell, Ken Moorei Tommy Smith will participate In
and Bob Williams pacing the tire- five events, but stay out of his
less corps.
best

293.4570

SPRINT DOMINATION

As usual, Wayne Hermon will
team with Smith to help the Spartans dominate the sprints and
the relays.
Other strong points for the
Ducks include the hurdles with
Bob Blum leading the way and
the javelin efforts of Bill Heikkila. Lou Kirtman will be expected
to place for Cal in the high hurdles, while Paddy McCrary will
battle Spartan lien Shackelford
Smith will run the 100-yard in the intermediate hurdles.
HEAT WASHINGTON
In their previous meeting, Mcdash, the 220, the two relays and
Crary came on strong to nip
As Oregon whipped Washington will long jump.
Smith is not running the 440-- Shackelford by inches.
89-56 last v.vek. Bell ran the mile’

S1N TA CLARA:

c1,11{

FIRST t’l

where he recorded the third best
time in history two weeks ago
because his point -getting ability
will be more valuable in the 100.
As usual. the Spartans are expected to dominate the high jump
with Ed Johnson, Terry Doe and
Gene Zubrinsky and the triple
jump with Craig Fergus and
Cornelius Frazier.

AFTER
EASTER

sTEv

s

SPLENDID SPRINTERSpartan star Tommy Srni’h ishon above
breaking the tape in +he 200 meters, with the 220 -yard tape
just behind) will participate in five events Saturday as the
Spartans try to annex the crown in a triangular track meet against
Cal and Oregon.

CREEK PLAZA

Frosh Trackmen
Run at Stockton
Against .1C Teams

GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE

SALES

Startling reductions on men’s clothing

Ethyl

Going after its second win of the

3C

season,

Regular

Joaquin 1)elta
The Spartababes of Mery Smith
have dropped two decisions to the
Stanford fresh while edging Hartnell Junior College this season.
Top performers hai. been runners Bob Talmadge, Andy Vollmen,
Reid Finlayson, Boh Gass, Martin
McCann and Wes Fox, while discus men Eldon Miholland and
Max Johnston and jumper Norm
Andersen have led the field crew.

lege of Sacramento and host San

OFF

Guaranteed
Major Oil Co. Gas

Mr. White cotton broadcloth,
spread collar, French cuffs .

.

Mr. White cotton oxford, button
down collar, button cuffs .

3.99

Ira 11 85

3.99 3/for 11

85

3.99

Ivy Button -Downs

3 99 3/for 11.85
.

3.99 3/for 11.85

150
50
50
100
100
29c

w/Minimum Purchase

baby cords, chambrays. Tapered body styles, long

of $2 Gasoline

tails, colors galore!

4.99

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William 6th &Keyes

Any one a distinguished addition to your sportshirt
collectionand

Striped short sleevers, cotton

Cigs
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Crest lg. size

A fantastic selection of short sleevers in seersucker,,,

Spread and Italian Collars

Polyester/cotton , white,
spread, tab collars

freshman

with American River Junior Col-

per gallon

MEN’S
SPORTSHIRTS

Spartan

ton today tor a triangular nwet

2C

Hurry to your nearest R/A and save Right Now!

the

track contingent traels to Stock-

OFF

per gallon

Every department loaded with values ...

MEN’S
WHITE SHIRTS

A

lic’vW44;*-

10th&raylor

what a price for this quality! Plaids

13th&Julian

Spartababe Nine
Meets Cal Fi osh
The SJS freshman baseball team
jumps right off the hook into the
frying pan tomortow
whrn it
meets the lInixersity of California
frosh in a doubleheader on dm
:-;JS freshman diamond.
The first of the two seven-inning contests is scheduled to begin
-1 11 a.m.
The two league games v
.lie third arid fourth of the
iiir the Spartnbabes, who must
play the Stanford freshman here
i next Tuesday.

and checks; short sleeves.

-Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR SOFT-DRINK ROAR!"

UNDERWEAR

4

3/for 2.99
3/for 3.80
3/for 3.85
3/for 6.55

Cotton uppers, white cotton knit
T-shirts, cotton knit, round or crew neck
1.29
Patterned boxer shorts, cotton
2.19
Dacron polyester/cotton boxers

MEN’S SUITS

SOCKS

4

PAJAMAS

Blue top English wool socks
Nylon ribbed stretch socks
Cashmere/nylon ribbed socks
Pajamas, drip-dry cotton

(To

3/for 3.85
3/for 2.35
2.29 3/for 6.85
4.29 3/for 12.75
1.29

790

Regularly priced up to 25% more!

Fine quality suits from our regular stocks; a tremendous
selection, Ivy and Continentals in newest colors and
fabrics for Spring! Buy two arid save even more green!

’48

2/for $94

$66 2/for $129

76

2/for $149

156

2/for $169

AND NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS!

SPORTCOATS
Prices slashed on tine quality sportcoats in herringbones, plaids; 3 and 2 button styles, new colors!

$34

’44

MEN’S SLACKS
"Live Action"
stretch slacks 15.50
All wool worsted
gabardines S20

USE SUPER/CHARGETake advantage of these
v,et what you need for Spring and Summer now

Nothing DownUp to 12 months to pay.

savings

the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")

Hopsack slacks, the
textured look S22
Parquet weaves,
100% worsteds $24

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing
.iht song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and imtitution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. Wein like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though thiai may
cause some choking and coughing. So what9 It’s all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste of Sprite? It’s good. It’s
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea of jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we’d better
quit while we’re ahead.
So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it --we’d be very surprised.
Roar, soft drink, roar!
You’re the loudest soft drink
we ever sawrl
So tart and tingling, they
couldn’t keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riotl O00000h-Roar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can’t think
Of any drink
That we would rather sit with!
Or (if we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit withl
Or sleep through English lit’ with!
Roar! Soft drink! Roar!
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE!

:-TRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING. NE JUT COr!,.:7
KEEP IT QUIET,

1
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Gymnastics: ’More Challenging’

Intramurals i

Musical Coppola Enjoys Test of Skill

a

A

mimed a trip to the Nationals when he fell on a
dismount .
Next season Tony feels that the Spartans are
bound to improve on this year’s 2-8 record. "Next
year should be one of the best SJS has had in a
long time. We’re not losing one point-getter and
are gaining two pretty good gymnasts from the
frosh team. We should have the depth, which was
our greatest problem this season."

By LEW ARMISTEAD
Nlany people picture sports as a violent m.orid
where football players knock their opponents as far
as they can or boxers who pound their opponents
into submission.
But SJS music major Tony Coppola finds gymnastics an art as well as a sport and that’s exactly
why lie chose it.
"It’s so immeasurably more challenging than
any other sport," the sophomore explained. "Everything has to look good."
Today a number of people, most of all SJS gymnastics coach Clair Jennett, are happy that Tony
was art -oriented and picked gymnastics.
The 19-year-old Coppola was the top performer
on this season’s club and hopes to lead the Spartans to possibly their greatest team in a long
time in his final two years.

HEART ON TRACK
Coppola’s gymnastics career started when the
present Stanford coach convinced him he should
try the sport while at Hillsdale High School. ’’I
had my heart on track since I was a broad jumper
the -articulate
before anything else," explained
gymnast. "But he asked me to try it for a few
days and I liked it right away."
The freshman year at Hillsdale was a learning
experience for Tony, but it didn’t take him long
to improve.
As a sophomore, Coppola won the all-around
championship in the West Bay League and went
on to capture fifths in the rings and all-around in
Northern California competition.

FIVE FIRSTS
This season Tony averaged five first places each
meet, won two trophies at the State College Championships and barely missed a trip to the Nationals.
Coppola earned his trophies by taking a fourth
in the still rings and a fifth in the parallel bars.
He additionally was sixth in all-around and eighth
in free exercise.
March 26 he went to the NCAA regionals, but

1

LEAGUE RECORD
After a slump in his junior year, when he was
only second in his league and fourth in NorCal in
all-around and fifth in Nor-Cal rings, he established
rt*V7we,....tr,4

Baseball Team Tests Dons
In San Frandsco Today
Faced with the prospect of hav- two walks in the teams’ en- in his last 19 trips to the plate.
Spartan coach Ed Sobczak will
ing to win ten of their last eleven I counter.
The Spartans in turn will rely probably choose his starting pitchgames to finish the season at a
heavily on second baseman Tony ers from among Bill Schmidt, John
.500 mark, the Spartan baseballers Hernandez, first sacker Pat Dug- Lyon and Gene Hessler. None of
travel to San Francisco today to gan and outfielder Charlie Nave the trio has looked especially impressive in recent games.
meet the USF Dons in a double- for their scoring power.
Schmidt last started against
Hernandez, the SJS clean-up
header beginning at 1 p.m.
The Spartans, 8-16 on the year, hitter, has eight hits in his last Washington State and was tagged
will be meeting the Dons for the five games, three of the bingles for eight runs and 12 hits in eight
second time this season. The first going for extra bases. Nave had a innings.
Lyon went only 225 innings in
time the two teams played, they fine Easter vacation, rapping out
split a twin bill at Municipal seven hits in 16 at bats during his last outing, giving up three
the Spartans’ five-game Easter runs to Cal Western.
Stadium.
Hessler went the distance against
SJS captured the first contest recess.
USC in the San Diego Marine
DUGGAN STREAKING
behind Frank Pangborn 5-1, but
Duggan, who had three hits Corps Tournament, but was tagged
lost the second 2-0 as the Dons
scored two runs in the initial in- against Southern Cal, has five hits for 12 runs and 10 hits.
ning and made the slim lead stand
up the rest of the waY
San Jose State Baha’i Club
SCORING POWER
I.eading the USF attack against
Invites
the Spartans will be first baseman
San Jose State students and faculty to a discussion
on world topics which are in relation to a New
Bob Pindroh and catcher-outfieldWorld Order. You can find out about this dynamic
er Gene Cervantes. Pindroh was
New faith which is destined to become a potent
particularly rough on Spartan
yorld force.
hurlers, garnering three hits and

Action gets a bit rougher for
SJS football aspirants tomorrow
morning %%hen the Spartans run
through their first scrimmage
of the year from 9 to 12.
"We are pleased with everyone’s attitude and hustle," reports coach Harry Anderson.
"With over 90 men out for the
tearn, we’re trying to take a look
at everyone. Our main Joh Is to
get everyone in the right place."
The Spartasns ran through
their first unit contact drills
Wednesday. Anderson and his
aides asre trying to mold the
IlllatiPt of hopefuls into a coordinated unit for the annual spring
Varsity-Alumni Game on May 7.

231 E. San Fernando #12.

Saturday at 8 p.m.
95 Fairview Plaza, Los Gatos

MEN S1.80
BOY’S $1.55
(under 12 years old)
Razor Cuts S2.50
Daily 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

279 E. SANTA CLARA 297.9705 E

Filet Mignon 14 oz.

$2.95

Top Sirloin 14 oz.

$2.95

HOWARD’S

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
Complete Fountain Service
WALK ON OVER
7th

and Santa Clara

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 NIGHTS A WEEK

i

TONIC,HT AND TOMORROW

ii

FEATURING:
,4tt atmosphere unlike any you
have ever visited. From our ceil-

1.41

ing hang cases of colorfully dots

"II

not to look up. then look down

--tg

upon that which you are sitting

orated yine bottles. If you wisk

ilieltard Musky

i

One Block from SJS

Ric aRO s

- a barrel. Sn you see. at Ricardo’s you can look tip to an eve-

’1 ed. Thru Sat., Apr. 20 I liru 2.3

*
*

Matinee 2 p.m. Sat., Apr. 23, Benefit
John R. Kerr Foundation Scholarship Fund

i
:

DINNERS

Curtain 8:15 p.m.
College Theatre
Gen. Adm. $1.50
SJSC Students 75c
BOX OFFICE 5T11 AND SAN FERNANDO STS.
Phone 294.1931
Open 1-5 p.m.

!
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

218 Willow St.
294-4009

r ning of color, or down to a bar-

9 ter. 4:

rel of fun.

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
starts at 9 p.m.

WORSHIP THIS WEEK

EPISCOPALIANS ON CAMPUS
Sunday 5:30 p.m., Holy Conununion
Thursday 7 a.m. Holy Communion

at
Chapel of Reconciliation

Wesley
Foundation

300 S. 10fh

(mothod,,t
Student Center)

TO

.1111:4 s 1 \ DAY
Inui it mines to doing things for others, some people
-top at nothing."
9:45 a.m. Prayer in its Deepest Dimensions.
5:45 p.m. The Meaning of Christian Love
(Singing after evening service)

3rd and San Antonio Streets.

Sunday. April 17
"The Theology
of Paul Tillick"

at Shasta

olt

by
Hudh

Worship
Santa Clara 8, Sth

The Alameda

430 /1 II

a.m.

Hard,

Sunday
St

2 blocks from school

Paul’s Methodio

San Salvador

10th

9:10

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod
374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and 11
College discussion group: 9.45 p.m.

A. J. BROMMER, Pastor 292-5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; G. Otte, Vicar

294-7033

First Baptist Church

Sunday, April 17

8:30 & II a.m. Morning Worship
9:45 a.m. College "Seminar"
Tri-C Club
5.45 p.m.
I 198 S

2nd St

San Jose

Or. Clarence R.

Sands,

Pastor

Newman-Catholic Student Center

Cliaps1

ChaplainsFalher L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman

Reconciliation

Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only

300 S. 10th

Regular Open Meetings

*

Freedom from Hunger
le 30 p m idrn)

Worship Sunday at

ROGER WILLIAMS

8:30 a.m., 11 a.m., and 7 p.m.
9:40 a.m. College Study Class
8 p.m. Leadership Training Class

FELLOWSHIP

Do you feel a need for a more personal religious faith? For free
information that has ehallenged the thinking of collegians mail
coupon to: Westminster Presbyterian Church, Alameda at Shagta,
San Jose, Calif.
Name
Address

3:1
--

the downtown church
catering to the college community

Sunddy 6 p.m
Worship Supper
40c

1’1,y

experience

for the complete collegiate
worship this Sunday at

441 S. 10th St.

First Mathodist

Westminster
Presbyterian
Church

in the church
of your choice

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San F
do
11 a.m.. and 5:15
Church Sernrice
0ble Classes 10 a.m.

8 45 a.m..

George "Shorty" Collins.
Baptist College Chaplain
.1uhn M Ales’s. Pastor

p

9:30 a.m. Lutheran Worship
Campus
11 a.m.
Christian Ministry

Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

79 South 5th

F.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

*************************************************

Canterbury

SPARTAN

Spartan netters open a Southland road trip tomorrow afternoon
when they visit the University of
Santa Barbara for a dual affair.
Earlier this season, the racketeers smashed the Gaucho crew
8-1 in San Jose.
The netters met Santa Clara
yesterday on the SJS courts. Coach
Butch Krikorian expected his
squad to add a win to their 8-1-1
mark, but results were unavailable
at press time.
The road tour continues Monday
againia the University of Southern
California. According to Krikorian,
the Trojans rank No. 1 among
college tennis contingents, but he
plans an all-out battle.

A Drama Department Production

’i
tt
4t

Phone 354.6957

Net Squad
Opens Trip

4.it4,

1
:

Phone 294.3480

-Big/writ Quality Haircutting
at 16,1.0010Ni’ PliCe8."

TRY OUR QUALITY MEALS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

1..............................................1
Box Office Now Open For ...
i.
:.
THE RIVALS
;.
,4,ic
By
Sheridan
;

Balla’ tellala

Tonight at 8 p.m.

a league record as a senior which still stands.
He won four firsts in the WBL, including tho
all-around and WAS the first to win that event
twice. He also captured the long horse, free exercise and parallel bars.
In the NorCal meet, he was fourth in allaround and rings during what he considered a verv,
bad day.
The record, however, came in dual meets. In
Hillsdale’s first meet he broke the individual scoring mark of 32 points with 34. Later he totaled 39.
40 and 42.
MANY HOURS
His success this season didn’t come naturally-it took many hours of practice.
"This season has been very long," said Coppola
who wants to play the drums professionally. He
came to San Jose on a music scholarship.
"We started training midway through last summer and competition started in December. During
the season I worked out four hours a day and sometimes a few hours on Saturday."
The highly competitive athlete thinks he could
have a fine season as a junior. "I should go to the
Nationals for sure--and there’s no reason why I
can’t win a few in the State College Championships.
One of my greatest hopes is that SJS will become
a great gymnastic power. If it does, we will have
built something here."
t.nr
vrsn.,k

Gridders in Action
Saturday Morning

"Man is created to carry forth an ever-advancing
PUBLICITY MAN
Nordy Jensen, SJS Sports Publicity Director, handles releases
about Spartan athletics. From his
office, news flows daily to the
mass media providing statistics,
news and features.

The fourth round of the intl.,
mural volleyball tournament v,
he played tonight at 6:15 on th
PER courts.
SOFTBALL
Softball season gets started
earnest next week with indepen.’
ent fast pitch games getting und,
way Monday and Fraternii.
League games starting on Tii
day.
Monday Is also the last day t, _
slow pitch entries to be turia,. =
lin to the Intramurals Office.
1E
Softball officials are still need- I =
ed. All persons interested shoal.’ =
pick tip an application blank
the IrT..,murals Office \ 1( ;11’,

295-1771
10.11...

11-41PARTAN

mins

Trlday. AOH1 13, 19641,

Campus Religious Group
To Open New Study Room

Four Professors To Debate 1Student Travels to Brazii
Viet Nam Question Monday For Farm Youth Exchange
deli.ite
SJS prolessurs s%
"Self Determination for Viet
Nam," Monday night at 8 p.m. in
Allen Hall, men’s dormitory.
Doctors Harry Galley and Jacob Patt, both associate professors
of history, will argue that the
’TlIeldEP,Zel./EBAI2FS

Ming
eNent irtillontrphy
about self-determination in Viet
Nam. They Will be oppo.sed by Dr.
Peter King. assistant professor
of humanities, and David Eakins,
assistant professor of history.
Debate and rebuttal will last
one and one-half hours.

ME*11caN
z friendly nfmnyphere.

lialfenti,

a Chew no. I Cele

SALE
1,2 OFF ON
ALL SLACKS

_

Typewriters
as little as

20’

7.00
6.00

Per Day
on Three
Months Rental

Choose from wools
worsteds, flannels
sharkskin, gabardine,
decree wools,
blends, etc.

SEE OUR
LARCE SELECTION

Hours: Mon. -Sat.
9:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Thurs.. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

VAUGHN’S

along

OF IV.:W BERMUDAS
FROM $3.29

125 So. 4th St.

292-7611

TRY OUR RENT TO OWN
PLAN -HUNDREDS TO
CHOOSE FROM

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando
Neat to Calif Book Store

tii

toreign

country.

Slit.

plans to return to SJS this fall
to complete the second semester
of her senior year.
The program is sponsored by
the National 4-H Club Foundation
in cooperation with the Federal
Extension Service of the Departinent of Agriculture. Assistance is
given by the Department of State.
F’oreign Agricultural Service, Department of Agriculture and other
agencies.

bu.siness administration majors or
related fields for positions in administration, undervvriting, claims
and sales.
Lybrand, HAHN Bros. and Montgomery; accounting or NII3A with
TUESDAY
accounting majors for position.s
Hood. Giro and Compiuty/CPA; staff accountant.
accounting majors for positions as
11.7.t4. Naval Air Reserve; 1,
laff accountant.
cruiting van will be on Seven St. near the cafeteria.
June and Summer graduate%
may %Igo for Inter% len appointments now In the Placement
Center, ADM2S.I.

Seienee OrganiSJS
zation ICSOi will have an open
house at their new study room,
505 S. 10th St., Room 102, Sun -1
day from 12:30-4 p.m., according
to Miss Robin Perry, president of
t he organizat ion.
The study room contains authorized Christian Science literature which may be read or borAils,: Perry
?WA tsil by any ,f ietent

nee and education majors for po.,tions in executive training pro!nam leading to management po,tions in merchandising, opera,,ais and control. U.S. citizenship
permanent visa required.
TODAY
ROTA Laboratories; business or
International Students Organiscience majors for positions in zation, 3:30 p.m., Faculty Room.
pharm. sales.
Cafeteria.
United California Bank; accountMlle!, 7 p.m.. meet at Eighth ail.
ing, business administration, ecoSan Carlos to go to Friday niL:w
nomics, finance and liberal arts
religious service at Temple Ennn!
majors for positions in manageuel, San Jose.
ment training program with opporTau Delta Phl, 12:30 p.m..
tunities in branch management
luncheon meetin.
and commeirial lending. U.S. citi- teria A anti
all Tot, ftieUlty und student ITN,
zenship requirist.
Allstate insurance Company: in- bers invited.
surance, economics, marketing and
SUNDAY

coordinates travel
for the students of
1T.C., S.F.S., Stanford, and now SJ.S.

forms in
STI DENT UNION

Pick up Subscription

Elrelent
SURFBOARD. 9
HELP-Need female roomies for house.
SERVICES 181
Quinn $90. to .st :eh owns.. drafted. 3 blocks trom campus. $25 month. Call
293-0984.
Ca 294 6294 (T.Fe!a kJ.
GUARANTEED TYPACCURATE,
FAST,
SHELDON DANCE STUDIO
Sa
TAPE RECORDER, Bell T-347 4 track MARRIED COUPLE with references to ING in my home. Editing upon request.
April 30. From
home
for
6
or
7
,ads.
live
in
E.
San
Jose
3
motors
pre259.5118.
let, modern jazz. ui’utes for
.95-3399.
weeks this summer. June I7 -Aug. 7 or 8. TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
.:
iege students’ children. $5 monthly. F.:258-8479.
243-6313 9 e.m. to 8 p.m.
forther information call Eldeen Sheldon.
141
ViANTED
SELP
$75. MARRIED COUPLES only. 1 bed AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE IN292-7852. 48 S. 4th, #9.
after
furnished
room
Call
295.8121
apt.
SURANCE for students. Chet Bailey.
BLUES, guitar, bass &
STUDENT’S GARAGE SALE: Texts. n RHYTHM & Room
286-5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
154 Music Building 5 r rn.
siniier.
pliences furniture. records, multiling,,
kTichen. EKPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Theses,
COLLEGE MAN. S-ingla
Sat.,
#3.
Dr..
Spring
1781
Rock
typewriter, hifi components, hand wc.,.
rIl privileges. 115 S. 14th
term papers, etc. Work guaranteed. 3782.
rug. art work. Sunday, 10 a.m.-6 p Id 286 2704, evenings.
8577. Jo Vine.
PRINTING & COMMERCIAL ART
’1539 Berryessa Rd.
UNAPPROVED MODERN FURNISHED RELIABLE TYPING. Errors corrected.
SALESMAN. Must have car. Pe,,,
.-tt apt. $105 per month. 65 S. Editing done. Neer campus. Cell 292TWO $200 SCHOLARSHIPS are bolo:, hours. Commission basis. Preferred Serv-.11 293-3126. after I p.m.
offered by the Hawaiian Civic C’ub of ice, 1625 The Alameda, Suite 110. 292 2346 anytime.
DELUXE STUDENT units. Brand new. 2 TYPING IN MY HOME 3 years expethe Bay Area to students who were beim
2 bath, clanish decor, electric rience. Accurate & guaranteed. Editing
in Hewaii or whose parents am H., GIRL STUDENT. Private room & bath r.
ar$e closets. $150 a month. 706 included. Call 259-4710.
waiienborn. Deadline is May 7rh. F
spending money in re- ;
ed. p
cl..s
further information. call Mr. Kenneth turn for helping mom around the house. S. 9th. 294-9170 or 248.1926.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Sunnyvale area.
Kim. 262-1951.
Menlo Park. Mr. Sam Smidt (faculty). GIRLS OR COUPLE. 3 large rooms comIBM electric typewriter. Price per hour
pletely furnished. $115 a month. Utilities or
page. 245-7999.
SAILING EXPEDITION, CARIBBEAN, 324-4008.
included.
595
S.
9th
Call
259-1557.
mail
Air
experience:
share adventure.
RENT A T.V. Esche’s. Call 2514598. $10
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES-The Santa
yete Fairwinds, Club Pesca. Cartagena ICruz County Health Department offers FEMALE STUDENTS room & board. $80. a month.
No contract, no deposit. Large unap
Colombia.
immediate vacancies for June graduates. proved house. private room, hifi, T.V.. KEYPUNCH. TYPING (50-60) part-time
-teneralized PHN program serving 106,- fireplace, excellent food. Close to cam- work wanted in San Jose area. Call 294AUTOMOTIVE 121
i population. Enjoy living in growing pus. Call 297.9742.
2922. Ludine Masses.
located on beautiful Monterey Bay
& C PHOTOGRAPHY. The finest in
CORVAIR VAN. $500. Low mileage
75 miles from San Francisco. Sunny $75 2 bedroom furnished apt. 678 S. Rcolor.
Wedding service. $85 with the alHeater. Runs good. Call 294.7103.
tic-aches, redwoods, and year around 2nd. 297-8354.
bum.
Call 259-2364.
VW RADIO. Pushbutton Bendix. Good mild weather, New University of Califor 2 BEDROOM unfurnished, spacious apt. SPELLING, GRAMMAR CORRECTED.
nia Campus recently opened. Salary Fireplace. Married couple or 4 girls. See
condition. $32. 377.0602.
PICA ELECTRIC. Term papers, thesis,
$527-641 with increase to $553 after six monegnit 475 S. 4th St.
dissertation eiperiece, 295-1163.
VW MICRO-BUS, 1965. 6.400 miles. months. Three weeks vaaction after one
Still
new.
$200
and
Moyiro. must sell.
year. For further information write today
LOST AND FOUND (61
TRANSPORTATION 19)
take over payments. Call 295-0265.
to County Personnel Office, 124 Locust
’59 TR3. $500. Must sell, owner in Eu- Street, Santa Cruz. California.
LOST. Man’s black wallet. Lost in library. RIDE, OR JOIN CAR POOL from Palo
rope. Call 225.1656 anytime.
CAMP POSITIONS AT SANTA CRUZ $10 reward, return. I NEED my military Alto. Arrive Mon. & Fri. 10:30 a.m. Tues.
650 BSA, all original road equipment. MT. Area Boys Camp. July 10-Aug. 20. discharge & ASB card. 294-6118, Kelly & Thurs. 8:30 e.m.-2,30 p.m. 322-3067._
Been in storage. New tire & clutch. $395. Great opportunity for summer relaxation Worrell.
To place an ad:
& experience. Beautiful settnig. Oppor. LOST RING BEFORE VACATION. Small
298-7601. Army. must sell.
Visit the
tunity for service to youth. Call 266-5672 stone with gold letter "A" mounted on
Classified Adv. Office -J206
’64 CHEVELLE Malibu Super Sport. 4 or apply room 112, PER Building.
onyx. $10 reward. 293-8132. Ask for Lew.
speed transmission, VB. R/H. $1800. Call
Daily
TEACHERS WANTED. Southwest, entire MAN’S BLACK RIMMED PRESCRIP961.4154.
10:30 - 3:30
Salaries
$5400
up--Free
Wes*
Alaska.
TION
READING
GLASSES.
excellen1
Reward!
overhauled,
’62 VESPA newly
Submit ads 2 publications days prior
registration. Southwest Teachers Agency, Call 293.0650. Ask for Greg.
condit,on. Call 293.8016 John. $135.
to day ad is to run.
1303 Central Ave., NE, Albuquerque, REWARD: For any information
leading Send in handy order blank. Enclose
’34 FORD PICK-UP. $150 or best offer. New Mexico.
to recovery of pet Mallard duck last cash or check. Make check out to
Needs work. Call 298-3937.
HASHER WANTED AT SIGMA seen at 6th & San Salvador Sts., April Spartan Daily Classifieds.
’65 ISA 500ec. Royal Star Twin. 7 months DINNER
Call
12. Call 294-3901 or 294-9494.
Phone 294.6414 Ext. 2465
old. 5000 miles. Immaculate. $850. Ron, PI. Good food. 11/2 hours work.
297.9963.
286-6960 or 736-8861.
for
MEN
’58 BSA 260. $200. Call 293-7329 or see 2 YOUNG AGGRESSIVE
CLASSIFIED RATES
par!iiine, or summer work! even if
at 318 S. 10th St.
To buy. sell, rent or
etterdino college. Will train as automo.
’62 BUICK SKYLARK CONVERTIBLE. bile sarestren. salary commensurate with
announce anything.
Minimum
Powder blue, V8, R,1-1, bucket seats. abilit, Profit sharing & fringe benefits.
Three lines One time Three times Five times
Just fill out and clip
white walls. $1300. 968.3364.
Cell Don Jones, Johnson Motor Co. 400
One time
this handy order
1956 BUICK SPECIAL Excellent condi El Camino Real. 961-4146.
blank.
3 lines
1.50
2.25
2.50
tio-. Radio & heater. $250. White wall
tires. 252-8812.
4 lines
2.00
2.75
3.00
HOUSlNG
1956 OLDS. Good rondition. Radio &
5 lines
2.50
3.25
3.50
heater. $100. Call 252.8812.
Send to: Spartan Daily
MALE UNAPPROVED HOUSING.
6 lines
3.00
3.75
4.00
’65 HONDA 160. Excellent condition. Large reOrn for 2 for rent. Kitchen privCLASSIFIEDS,
Never raced. $500 or best offer. Call ileges. Color TV, piano & study rooms.
Add this
1206. San lose State
294-88313 after 5 p.m.
amount for
so
Patio & Bar.11-Q pit. 3 blocks from SJS.
College. San lose,
.50
.50
each addi’65 HONDA ISO. 2900 miles. $60 equily. 836 per month. 293-9877. 596 S. 10th St.
Calif. 95114.
tional line
take over payments. Excellent condition. FOR RENT - rnen - rooms $25, $30,
C,all 252,2122.
$35 monthly. 1/2 block from college, free
Print your ad here:
15 HONDA 90 trailbike. Excellent con phone. 293.1938. 426 S. 7th St.
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
CHECK I
dition. fiberglas packbox included. $250.
for Each line)
FURNISHED APT. 1 bedroom. Twin
CLASSIFICATION
Call Dave 294-2713.
Do Not Abbreviate
beds. $100. Water & garbage. Modern,
’66 AUSTIN HEALY MKIII 3000. All ex- spacious,
C Announcements (1)
well insulated. 1/2 block from
No refunds possible on canceled ads.
tras. Like new. Racing Green. 245.7814. college. 463 S. 7111. Inquire
499 S. 7th.
Automotive (2)
$2695.
295.5362.
CI For Sale (3)
’63 IMPALA SS. Maroon with black inte
El Help Wanted (4)
rim. All extras with new shocks. Must 2 EEDROOM HOUSE for now & summer Close to carnpus (mint to dorms).
sacrifice at 81625. 293-9554,
D Housing (5)
$130 per month. Call 294.6294.
D Lost and Found (6)
ttOR SALE In
3 BEDROOM CORNER APT. Drapat
? Personals (7)
caipets. electric kitchen. Furnished. $150.
[] Services (8)
TAPE RECORDER. Sony 260 4 track 628 S. lOth St, After 3 p.m.
Ei Transportation (9)
stereo. Complete with all accessories.
LARGE, 1 BEDROOM unfurnished. $100.
Almost new. $195. Call 251-1617.
Wnter & garbage paid. 6 rooms. 583 S.
PARACHUTE-28 foot canopy: 4 jumps. 1 1th St., #13. 294.9170.
Name
Address
Graat for beginner or intermediate. Call DELUXE STUDENT APTS. Brand new. 2
(Please Print)
292-0697.
bedroom, 2 bath. Danish decor, electric
MEAL TICKET at discount. Call Mary kitchen, large closets. $150 par month.
Phone
Start ad on
Henderson. 294.2910.
706 S. 9th St. Call 294.9170 or 2411-1926.
(Data) -FRAMUS, GERMAN 12 string acoustical ROOMY, I BEDITOOM. $120. Wafer &
hi
days.
Enclosed Is $
guitar. Exceptional condition, $85 cash garbage paid. 583 S. I Ith St., *13. 6
286.2329.
mon% See this. 2949170.

PERSONNEL
BUDGET

Spartaguide

Spartan Tri-C, 9:45 a.m.
5:45 p.m., Third and San Antoni.,
Roger William% Fellowship,
p.m., Grace Baptist Church, 484 ,
E. San Fernando, film "Freedom !
From Hunger."
lintel, 11 a.m., H1, bagel and
lox brunch and book talk.
MONDAY

Trainee positions available in both personnel and
budget administration with the State of California. Early advancement to responsible agsignments. Starting salary range $510 to $562. Excellent promotional opportunities.
ANY MAJOR ACCEPTABLE.
For additional information,
Contact your campus Placement Center,
immediately.

Management Opportunity
Our management training
program is designed exclusively for the college graduate
ler age 25. Connecticut
Mutual Life Insurance Company offers opportunity for
the hard-working, competitive graduate to qualify for a
three-year training program
leading to Agency Management, Home Office Managetnent or Professional Sales.

Japanese American Student Or-1
ganIzation. 3:30 p.m., Cafeteri:i
A and B.
Allen Hall, 8 p.m., Allen II.,;
recreation room debate on V ’
Nam.
Humanists On Campus (HOC).
7:30 p.m., CH164.
Spartan Christian Fellowship, 5:30
p.m.. LN201.

The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low In nat cost, too

Interviews Sktfed
Interviews for freshman oriel
tation leaders will be held in T,..
Student Union Tuesday, Wedne
day and Thursday, Don Mill,
freshman orientation chairman .11.
nounced yesterday.
Miller said applicants must lime
a 2.0 grade average. Only the first
250 applicants will be eligible, he
added.

Studying
Got YOU Down?

,tated. The literature includes the
Christian Science Monitor, Journal, Sentinel and Herald. The Herald is printed in Braille and 13
languages-French, German, Spanish, Dutch, Indonesian, Greek,
Japanese, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Swedish, DanLsh and
English.
The study room will be open
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m.-4
p.m.. Miss Perry said.

eide4 and eider4

,T. . ;:nmeriruri;abrutssines.smsiaarsieni:

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Nliss Mailactik WU screened by
these agencies and chosen on the
basis of her personal qualities, her
ability to communicate ideas and
her 4-H projects.
"It is a great honor to be selected for this program," states Miss
Annette Johnson, assistant professor of home economics. According to Miss John.scin, a limited
number are selected from each
state, with five being chosen from
California.

Job Interviews -e-

RENT’ .

Sale
Reg.
.....
129.95
27.95 -.-._. 14.00
24.95 -..._ 12.50
22.95
_ 11.50
_ 10.00
19.95
13.95
12.95

,
I:.:I

By CAROL ARMSTRONG
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Miss Mary Mahacek, senior
home economics major from Santa
I
Rosa, is spending a semester in I
Brazil for the International Farm
Youth Exchange IIFYE).
’rhe purpose of the program is
tu promote international under:ianding for young men and women of 20 to 30 years of age froin
farm families in various countries.
Men and women selected live
and work with with farm families
all over the world for from four
to six months.
Miss Mahacek left for Elrazil on
Monday.
She has been preparing for the
trip since last semester. One of
the requirements was that she
learn some of the language before
her departure.
receive no
Although she
college credit for this venture, Miss
Maharek will gain practical experience in living and gettinc

Nit Equal Opportunity Employer

To receive an illustrated brochure, or arrange for a confidential interview, call Mrs.
Zanoy, 294-5660.

Connecticut Mutual Life

"The Hlue Chip Company Since 1846"
Robert T. Heckley, C.L.U., General Agent
1671 The Alameda, Suite 111

29.1,5660
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COnst TO PIOCToirs rea

BIST vALUIS
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THEN ...
Drop your books, lift your
head, comb your hair and
put a smile on that face of
yours. You are about to go
out tonight.
You say that you are looking
for a quiet romantic place
which is not too far out of
the way where you can take
your girl for a fine dinner?
You say that where you are
going must have a Unique atmosphere, Tranquility, and
dining at its best?
THEN ...
Drop on down to

01

at
vc

111
ilf

$100
$295

$150

F-IINT FOR A DIAMOND FROM PROCTOR’S
We

have

been

engagement rings to
of girls In the Sao Jose areo.

pro,. klIng

three generations

You can buy aith assurance ot quality and
value when you select a ring from PROCTOR’S
Come in and aee our wonderful *election.
Prices from 810000.
NO MONEY DOWN

-

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

8
so
1T1
01.

1:)A,0

Servtce loth Integrity

1401 So. 1st

292.1266

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET. Downtown SAN JOSE
Oven Monday & Thursday ’el 9 pm, ... Pinking Tickets Validated
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE. SAN JOSE
()pan Mon., Thur.. Fri. ltll 9.30 o m.-I’ree Parking In Front of Stara

1T1
Cc
Sr

